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In this study the feasibility of some common machine learning algorithms such as Self
Organizing Map (SOM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Network (NN),
Radial Basis Function (RBF) and K-mean clustering for detecting the upcoming
failure of the aeroplane ﬂight control surfaces was studied. The machine learning
algorithms were tested by the ﬂight data from several similar type aeroplanes. The
study was twofold. In the ﬁrst part the research question was: Which samples of
the historical data of properly working system are indicating the upcoming failure?
In the second part the research question was: How to detect these failure indicating
data samples from the new data? In the ﬁrst part SOM and K-mean clustering
showed a great applicability for detecting anomalies from the data before the actual
occurrence of the failure. This result was further used to deﬁne which data samples
were indicating the upcoming failure and what to further teach to supervised learning
machine. In the ﬁrst part SOM showed a great potential for detecting anomalies
from healthy historical data and in this way helped to ﬁnd failure indicators. In the
second part SVM and NN showed a great capability of classifying failure indicating
healthy data samples (FIHDS) out of the new data of properly working system. The
sudden and signiﬁcant increase of FIHDS's in system data indicated a correctly the
upcoming failure.
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Tässä työssä tutkittiin miten tietyt yleiset koneoppimismenetelmät kuten SOM,
SVM, NN, RBF ja K-mean clustering soveltuvat lentokoneen siiven ohjauspintojen
vikojen ennustamiseen. Kyseiset koneoppimismenetelmät testattiin useista lentokoneista
tallennetulla lentodatalla. Tämä tutkimus oli kaksi osainen. Ensimmäisessä os-
assa selvitettiin mitkä datanäytteet toimivassa systeemissä indikoivat tulevaa vikaa.
Toisessa osassa tutkittiin sitä miten näitä vikaa indikoivia datanäytteitä pystytään
tunnistamaan uudesta datasta. Ensimmäisessä osassa SOM ja K-mean clustering
menetelmien avulla pystyttiin löytämään poikkeavuuksia datasta jo ennen varsi-
naista vikaantumishetkeä. Toisessa osassa SVM:n ja NN:n avulla pystyttiin erot-
telemaan vikaa indikoivia datanäytteitä uudesta datasta.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Failure forecasting is a challenging task. However when well established it can
provide valuable information for example to as a support to condition based main-
tenance task decisions. Failure forecasting can be done by many ways such as by
human observations followed making an intuitive conclusions or by monitoring the
system data and interpret the data by some data analysis methods. The subject of
this study focus on the data analysis side.
In generally the data based predictions about the system behaviour can be done by
ﬁrs producing some model describing the system and then using the data on the
model. The model of the system can be analytical/knowledge-baser model or black
box model. By black box here is meant the system having the input and output but
no real world related interpretations available for the system parameters. The model
selection here was driven by the fact well stated in Dreyfus G [10] ...knowledge-based
model requires that a theory be available, whereas the design of a black-box model
requires that measurements be available.
The failure process of the application of this study is complex and no analytical
theory for solving the problem is available. On the other hand the system has such
a character that a lot of measured data about the system is available. Thus the
black box model is chosen here for the prediction model. Machine learning methods
user here are presenting black box methods.
Machine learning requires data. The data is the raw material for the machine
learning and there is no learning without the data. However the quality of the
data can vary a lot, and thus may add some extra challenges on machine learning.
In the case of system failure forecasting the optimal data would be the the data
monitored specially for the purpose. In optimal case the system would be censored
in consistent way such that for example in places which could overheat before the
failure there will be temperature censors, in places where the vibration level might
increase before the failure there would be vibration censors, and so on.
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Figure 1.1 The illustration of aeroplane ﬂight control surfaces [2].
The quality of the data available for this study is challenging since it is not the data
designed for the condition monitoring but the data is just some arbitrary process
data of the system. The data is from the aeroplanes of the Finnish Air Forces and
the failure cases under the study are the occasionally failing aeroplane ﬂight control
surfaces (see ﬁgure 1.1).
One aeroplane from which the data is from have been ﬂight several ﬂights with
properly working ﬂight control surfaces. At one ﬂight the control surface did seized.
Before the next ﬂight control surface was ﬁxed. During the next ﬂight the control
surface did seized again. Since the failure of ﬂight control surfaces may in some
cases be critical, it is relevant to know could the failure have been able to predict
beforehand.
Here any measurements speciﬁc for monitoring the condition of control surfaces
was not available but only some arbitrary ﬂight data from which only few param-
eters were directly related with control surfaces. Thus the comprehensive research
question here is: "Could the future system failure be predicted beforehand on-line
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based on the history of data of properly working runs and one failure run when data
available is not specially monitored for the purpose?"
The dataset available for this study is described in the table 1.1. One dataset is in
size scale of 1000−1000000 samples encapsulating several tens measured parameters
during the ﬂight. Healthy ﬂights in table 1.1 denotes the ﬂights which performed
properly working. Failure ﬂights on the other hand denotes the ﬂights which started
as a properly working but ended up failing.
Table 1.1 Datasets from separate ﬂights available for this study.
Healthy ﬂights Failure ﬂights
Aeroplane A 40 2
Aeroplane B 1 0
Aeroplane C 1 0
Aeroplane D 1 0
The Aeroplane A is under special investigation here. This aeroplane did ﬂew 40
healthy ﬂights, then some of its control surfaces did seized, then the surfaces were
ﬁxed and during the next ﬂight the seizure did occur again. In this study it was
examined could the second seizure have been predicted beforehand based on the
data presented in the table 1.1.
1.1 Description of the data
From here on the seizure of the control surface is just denoted as failure. In this
study the terms Samples and Parameters of the data will be used a lot and the
meaning of these terms are described in ﬁgure 1.2. Also terms healthy data sample
and failure data sample are in key role in this study and they will be deﬁned next.
Healthy data sample
Healthy data sample here is the data sample with all its parameters from the mo-
ment when the control surface actual position corresponds with the desired position.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the set of sequential healthy data samples. Since the measured
position corresponds in error range with the desired position in has been deﬁned here
that this dataset is having only healthy data samples. When comparing ﬁgure 1.3 to
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Figure 1.2 Description of the data samples and parameters of some hypothetical data
set.
ﬁgure 1.4 it more obvious why the samples in ﬁgure 1.3 are denoted as an healthy
samples. Healthy data samples are divided here into two subclasses: Pure Healthy
Data Sample (PHDS) and Failure Indicating Healthy Data Sample (FIHDS).
Pure Healthy Data Sample (PHDS) is the healthy data sample that does not
possess any information about the upcoming failure.
Failure Indicating Healthy Data Sample (FIHDS) is a healthy data sample
which possess some information about the upcoming failure.
Failure data sample
Failure data sample is the data sample with all its parameters from the moment when
the control surface actual position does not corresponds with the desired position
(see ﬁgure ﬁgure 1.4). Failure data samples are practically not used in this study
in any other way than for deciding of which ﬂights will end with failure and which
not.
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Figure 1.3 Illustration of healthy data. Axis values are anonymized.
1.2 Structure of the study
The study is twofold and thus can be divided in two separate parts. The ﬁrst
part (Part 1) focus on deciding which healthy data samples before the failure are
FIHDS's. This is not an obvious task since for example by looking ﬁgure 1.4 how
do we know which samples of the healthy data samples are FIHDS's? All of them?
Part of them? None of them? Are the samples in the ﬁgure 1.3 also FIHDS's?
In order to solve the problem three methods have been used:
1. Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
2. K-means clustering
3. Heuristic approach
The second part (Part 2) of this focus on supervised learning machines and training
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Figure 1.4 Illustration of healthy and failure data. Axis values are anonymized.
them to classify the FIHDS's out of healthy data. For this reason the ﬁrst part is
crucial since ﬁrstly the labels are needed for supervised learning machine to learn
and secondly if the wrong labels are taught to supervised learning machine it will
perform wrong by default.
1.3 State of the art
When options for predicting the upcoming failure of physical asset were examined
then following concepts came across, seeking more and less the same procedure as
pursued here: Intelligent maintenance support system (IMSS) [19], Early Warning
System (EWS) [15], Decision Support Systems (DSS) [19], Predictive data analysis,
Failure forecasting, On-line failure prediction [17].
All the concepts above are more or less trying to do the same, that is predicting
the failure beforehand. Some of the concepts take a stand about the future usage of
the prediction like DDS and IMSS. In this study the focus was not on the further
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use of the prediction but about the feasibility of machine learning methods for the
failure prediction of physical asset and specially of aeroplane ﬂight control surface.
When the methods to solve the problem were examined the following concepts came
across:
- Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN), Logistic Discrimination (LD), Decision tree
(DT), Bayesian probability network, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Neuro-
fuzzy model (NF) [15]: In this paper the artiﬁcial neural network was used to
attempt to build early warning system for predicting signal for possible economic
crisis.
- Back Propagation Neural Network, Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and Principal
component analysis [13]: In this paper SOM and Back Propagation NN were used
in order to predict the rolling element bearing remaining useful life.
- Recurrent neural network, Analytic hierarchy process and Petri Nets [19]: In this
paper the intelligent predictive decision support system for a power plant was build
for a support for condition based maintenance by using the above machine learning
methods.
- Jordan Network [14]: In this paper the neural network capability in general level
to predict failures was studied.
- Self Organizing maps (SOM) and Principal component analysis [8]: In paper the
data measurement methodologies and the usability of SOM for failure prediction for
aeroplane engine failures was studied.
All of the methods above are not generally classiﬁed as a Machine Learning methods,
but some are rather called as conventional data analysis methods. They are listed
here because they have been used to solve similar problem that is the research
question here. In this paper it was chosen to use speciﬁcally Machine Learning
methods for case study failure forecasting. The exception will be K-mean clustering
which belongs in practice more in group of conventional data analysis methods rather
than in Machine Learning methods. Nevertheless K-mean used among with Machine
Learning methods can produce more value to the analysis, which we will ﬁnd out
later.
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1.4 Input selection
Input selection is a critical step when adapting a machine learning methods. For
example Selfner M et. al.[17] claimed that ...issue of choosing a good subset of
input variables has a much greater inﬂuence on prediction accuracy than the choice
of modeling technology. Input space of the learning machine should be as compact
as possible since all unnecessary inputs will generate a modelling error [10]. On the
other hand all parameters related to the issue should be included in order to have
best possible estimate.
In this study from several ﬂight process data parameters only the ones directly re-
lated to the ﬂight control surface operation was selected. Some parameters were
not mutually dependent and thus the input parameter space was further reduced
by combining dependent parameters analytically. The whole input parameter selec-
tion and reduction process was done with coo-operation of domain experts in order
to achieve maximum informative and on the other hand minimal confusing input
parameter space for learning machines.
92. IDENTIFYING THE FAILURE INDICATING
HEALTHY DATA SAMPLES (FIHDS) FROM
THE HISTORICAL DATA OF HEALTHY
SYSTEM
2.1 Methods
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a one type of unsupervised learning machine [12]. In
practice SOM is a dimensionality reduction method. It is an algorithm which have N
dimensional feature input and returnsM dimensional feature output, where N > M
and in many practical case N >> M . N dimensional feature input means simply
the dataset which has the quantity of N parameters (see ﬁgure 1.2). M dimensional
feature output is on the other hand a dataset withM parameters which usually does
not correspond with any physically consistent properties.
Regardless the fact that SOM transforms data with number of physically consistent
parameter into some smaller number of physically non-consistent parameters, still
SOM have some advantageous properties. In order to illustrate the statement lets
see the ﬁgure 2.1. Lets assume that the data of ﬁgure 2.1 have been measured out
of physical system and all of the 10 data parameters are physically consistent. Since
the data is in 10-dimensional is hard to ﬁnd any patterns in the data just by looking
at it. In order to see some patterns in the data it need to be reshaped it into more
illustrative form and SOM provides a tool for this.
Now lets perform a dimensionality reduction with SOM from N = 10 dimensionality
toM = 2 dimensionality. The reason for this is simple. Humans can easily visualize
patterns with dimensionality equal 3 or less. On the other hand dimension 2 is
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of some artiﬁcial 10-dimensional example dataset.
suitable for presentations on paper or on computer screen. The result is presented
in ﬁgure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the size of 10 x 10 neuron SOM neural network and the colors
of each neurons are illustration of the ﬁnal weight value distance to the neighbour
weight of each neurons in the network. The two dimensions of the graph (vertical
and horizontal) are physically non-consistent and thus meaningless to us. Still it
can be clearly seen some information in this 2D SOM of ﬁgure 2.2.
The observation based on the ﬁgure 2.2 is that the data might be twofold. Now
if we were told that the original data have been measured from the pine-woods of
Siberian then we might think that there might be actually two types of pine-woods
instead of one involved in the study. If we are told that the data have been the
monitored from some sawmill then we may conclude that the sawmill may run in
two diﬀerent modes for some reason or another.
When we trained the SOM of 2.2 we also recorded the Best Matching Units (BMU's)
for each samples (see section 2.1). Thus every sample of ﬁgure 2.1 is connected to
one neuron of network in of ﬁgure 2.2. Now if the original data was from pine-woods
we are able to separate the original samples into two classes based on BMU's. The
same would apply on the sawmill and where we would be able to separate the data
samples of two modes.
The research question of this Part 1 mimic exactly the example problem described
above. Here we have an enormous dataset containing millions data samples with
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Figure 2.2 2D SOM illustration of the data from ﬁgure 2.1.
tens of parameters. We assume that the healthy data is composed from FIHDS's
and PHDS's but we do not exactly know which samples are which ones.
SOM map and the ﬁnal weights of it will be generated during the training by in-
troducing data samples to SOM. Each sample generates the highest output to one
neuron of the SOM. That neuron will become the Best Matching Unit (BMU) and
will have the greatest weight update. Also the neighbours of that particular neuron
will be updated in such way that the neurons close to it will have a great update and
the neurons far away from it will have a small update. Thus each sample introduced
to SOM "drags" weights of the whole network towards its BMU (see ﬁg 2.3). After
the procedure have been done with all samples the result be the ﬁnal trained SOM.
The ﬁnal distances of the weights of the trained SOM can be calculated and used
for illustrative manner as demonstrated in ﬁgures 2.2 and 2.5
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Figure 2.3 The intuitive illustration of SOM weight update caused by sample x. Solid
lines are presenting situation before the update and dashed lines are presenting the situation
after the update [18].
Theory of SOM
Describing SOM Lets consider some black box for doing some dimensionality
transform from N dimensional input space to M dimensional output space, where
N,M ∈ N+. Now if the black box is SOM then the following conditions will be
satisﬁed:
1. N > M and usually M = 2.
2. There exists some pre deﬁned number K of neurons, where K ∈ N+.
3. Each neuron has a one or more neighbours in M dimensional space, where
distances between the neurons are measurable.
4. For every neuron there exists one connection from every dimension of input space
(see ﬁgure 2.4).
5. The connections are weighted with weights w(k)n , where w ∈ R and n = 1...N and
k = 1...K. Weights w(k)n can be also seen as an N x M matrix W .
Training SOM ,
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of two dimensional SOM connected to three dimensional input
space [12]
1. Initialize a set of random weights w(k)n . A good choice is close to zero but non-zero.
2. Have a randomly picked sample vector x = [x1, x2, ...xN ] from your input data
space.
3. Find the Best Matching Unit neuron (BMU), which has the closest distance
between the input vector x and weight vector w(k) in such way that
‖ x− w(BMU) ‖= min
k=1...K
{‖x− w(k)‖} (2.1)
where ‖ · ‖ is the euclidean distance measure deﬁned as
‖x− w(k)‖ =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
(xi − w(k)i ) (2.2)
4-A. Update the weights of SOM iteratively such as the new weights become as
w(k)(t+ 1) = w(k)(t) + α(t)hBMU,k(t)[x(t)− w(k)(t)] (2.3)
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where t is a time (in practise a step of iteration), α(t) is a learning rate function
and hBMU,k(t) is and neighbourhood function.
Repeat 2, 3 and 4 iteratively by each time excluding the sample x.
4-B Or update the weights using batch training algorithm
w(k)(t+ 1) =
∑D
i=1 hBMU,k(t)xi∑D
i=1 hBMU,k(t)
(2.4)
where D is the number of data samples.
Some options for neighbourhood functions are:
• Dubble: hBMU,k(t) = 1(σt − dBMU,k)
• Gaussian: hBMU,k(t) = e−d2BMU,k/2σ2t
• Cutted Gaussian: hBMU,k(t) = e−d2BMU,k/2σ2t 1(σt − dBMU,k)
• EP: hBMU,k(t) = max{0, 1− 1(σt − dBMU,k)2}
where σt is the neighbourhood radius at time t, hBMU,k(t) = ‖rBMU − rk‖ is the
distance between BMU and neuron k, and 1(x) is the step function [18].
Some options for learning rate functions are:
• Linear: α(t) = α0(1− t/T ))
• Power: α(t) = α0(0.005/α0)t/T
• Inverse: α(t) = α0/(1− 100t/T ))
where T is the training length and α0 is the initial learning rate [18].
K-mean clustering
K-mean clustering is one of the most primitive way to cluster data and thus it is
also one of the most simplest unsupervised learning methods. In this method the
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only objective is to minimize
∑K
k=1
∑
xn∈Sk ‖xn− µk‖2 with respect to µk, where xn
are the data samples, µk are the cluster centres and Sk are sets of clusters. The
minimization can be done relatively straightforward by Lloyd's algorithm [6].
In this algorithm there is an initialization step and two iteration steps described
next.
Initialization step: Have a choice a number K of cluster centres labelled as µk
and place them in to the same space as your original data. A usual approach to
initialize the positions of the clusters is to pick amount of K random data samples
and have the location of them to presenting the locations of cluster centres.
Step 1: Calculate the distances between all cluster-centres and data samples and
then label each data sample xn to belonging in the cluster center closest to it.
Sk = {xn :‖ xn − µk ‖≤‖ xn − µl ‖,∀l ∈ K/k} (2.5)
Step 2: Move the cluster centres µk to the center of mass of the data samples
labelled to the cluster.
µk =
1
|Sk|
∑
xn∈Sk
xn (2.6)
Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until any data sample does not change its cluster mem-
bership, or stop earlier. The algorithm converges to local minimum [6] thus several
runs with diﬀerent cluster center initializations may be in order to ﬁnd the best
solution.
2.2 Results
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
The SOM calculations here were mostly carried out by using the functions of SOM
Toolbox for Matlab 5 [5]. Here all healthy data of Aeroplane A before the ﬁrst
failure have been used to train the SOM. This includes all 40 healthy ﬂights plus
the healthy part of the ﬁrst failure ﬂight. Thus there was no information about the
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failure available for SOM. The aim here was to see if the SOM would cluster the
data-points near to the upcoming failure separate from the rest of the data. If so
then:
1. We would have a proof that FIHDS's exists.
2. We would have some notion about which part of the data would be FIHDS's
3. We would know than we can at some level classify FIHDS's out of rest of the
healthy data by machine learning methods.
'Symptom 5901': Several SOM conﬁgurations with diﬀerent parameters were
conﬁgured and trained in order to detect FIHDS's. This try and error approach led
to the beneﬁcial SOM conﬁguration described in table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Description of the SOM capable to reveal FIHDS's
SOM dimensionality (output space / M) 2
Number of neurons 6018
Training algorithm Batch
Neighbourhood function Gaussian
Topological neighbourhood Hexagonal
The U-matrix of trained SOM is presented in ﬁgure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 U-matrix of the SOM capable to reveal FIHDS's
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Figure 2.6 Illustration of BMU's for ﬁnal parts of the data samples of the Aeroplane A
presented in chronological order.
The U-value that is also the color scale of ﬁgure 2.5 presents the ﬁnal weight
distances between the neighbouring map units of trained SOM. Thus for example
the blue neurons in the lower right corner are relatively far away from the blue
neurons in the centre of the map since there stands a region of yellow neurons
between them having great distances to their neighbours.
Here the absolute values of distances u are not the interest, but instead the fact
that there exists three clusters in three diﬀerent corners of this SOM. The clusters
of the corners are relatively far away from the rest of the neurons since u = 0.0166
is 102 scale bigger than u = 0.000126. The meaning of clusters in upper left corner
and lower right corner remained here unknown. Instead the meaning of the cluster
of the upper right corner can be rationalized by observing the ﬁgure 2.6. The black
dots in ﬁgure 2.5 are presenting the same neurons as the black circles in ﬁgure 2.6.
In ﬁgure 2.6 the BMU's are distributed uniformly among the data samples until
the anomaly border. After the anomaly border the samples will mostly have as a
BMU the neurons that are clustered in upper right corner of the SOM of ﬁgure 2.5.
Special attention need to be paid to neuron # 5901, since after the anomaly border
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Figure 2.7 BMU's for data samples after the anomaly border of ﬁgure 2.6.
in ﬁgure 2.6 the neuron # 5901 became as a BMU for 88 % of the data samples.
For comparison for data samples before anomaly border the neuron # 5901 becomes
as a BMU only 2 % of the cases.
In the data before the anomaly border the neuron # 5901 becomes as a BMU
maximum 1.2 s in a row. Instead after the anomaly border the neuron # 5901
becomes as a BMU average 5.5 s in row and hawing a maximum duration of 7.3 min
in row. The BMU's after the anomaly border of ﬁgure 2.6 have been presented in
ﬁgure 2.7.
The distribution of BMU's after the anomaly border compared to the time before
the anomaly border can be also seen from the histogram of ﬁgure 2.8.
K-mean clustering
K-mean clustering was used to examine the healthy historical data of Aeroplane
A. The aim was to ﬁnd a cluster(s) which might present FIHDS's. After trying
clustering with a several number of clusters it was found that cluster quantity of
three was the most illustrative. The result is presented in ﬁgure 2.9.
The blue curvature in ﬁgure 2.9 is just for illustration and presents the position
of one control surface. The brown curvature describes in which cluster each data
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Figure 2.8 The histogram presenting the BMU occurrence for the ﬂight data of Aeroplane
A, before the anomaly border of ﬁgure 2.6 (left) and after the anomaly border (right).
Figure 2.9 Data classiﬁcation in three cluster by K-mean clustering.
sample belongs. The anomaly border in ﬁgure 2.9 lies on same real time moment
as the anomaly border in ﬁgure 2.6. Before the anomaly border there was no
data samples clustered in cluster no. 3 and after the anomaly border there were
approximately half of the samples clustered in cluster no. 3.
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Figure 2.10 Aeroplane A ﬂight data before and after a anomaly border.
Heuristic approach
The objective here was to construct a simple graphical illustration in order to be
conﬁrmed that the data before the anomaly border and the data after anomaly
border indeed are somehow diﬀerent. Here several parameters of the original data
were combined mathematically into the a parameters p1 and p2 in intuitive way.
The parameter pairs (p1,p2) have been plotted into 2D graph presented in the ﬁgure
2.10. Blue dots in the ﬁgure are generated from the data samples before the anomaly
border of ﬁgures 2.6 and 2.9 and red dots are generated from the data after the
anomaly border.
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2.3 Conclusions
This far some anomalies in the ﬂight data before the failure have been found. Those
anomalies are the data samples having neuron #5901 frequently as a BMU in SOM
(see ﬁgure 2.6) and the data samples clustered no.3 in K-mean clustering (see
ﬁgure 2.9. Since these anomalies exists before the failure but after the long period
of normal operation it is reasonable to assume that those data samples are carrying
some information about the upcoming failure and thus indeed are FIHDS's.
There exists also some data samples between the anomaly border and failure from
which any anomalies were not detected by the methods of this study. Now when
considering the aim of the Part 2 of this study that is to build a learning machine
which can predict the future failures from the new data, it would be preferable to
have a machine which is able to classify any data just before the failure in separate
class from the pure healthy data not just the data that the speciﬁc SOM and K-
mean clustering conﬁguration used here did saw abnormal. In order to achieve this
the assumption was mate that all the data between the anomaly border and failure
are FIHDS's.
The intuition why all the data between the anomaly border and failure should be
classiﬁed as a FIHDS's when teaching them to a learning machine may be as follows:
You ride a bicycle. If the bicycle is running smooth and nice you consider it working.
Then suddenly the front bearing of your bicycle starts to make weird noise and you
consider it to be failing soon. Then the weird noise stops, then it starts, then it
stops, then it starts... Even the weird noise temporally stops you still might consider
all the time that your bicycle will fail soon. Now if we are monitoring our bicycle
with learning machine we would like that the machine will see the data sequences
between the weird noise sequences also as a FIHDS's if the bicycle is really failing.
The results of heuristic approach presented in ﬁgure 2.10 conﬁrms that there indeed
exists two separate classes of healthy data.
Now the healthy data of Aeroplane A can be seen in two separate classes. Based on
this result a learning machine which may be able to classify the new data in FIHDS's
and PHDS's and in this way giving the indication about the upcoming failure can
be build.
From the actual history of Aeroplane A it is known that the anomaly border of
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ﬁgures 2.6 and 2.9 stands at the moment when the Aeroplane A failure ﬂight I
started. In practice the time interval between the anomaly border and failure was
several tens of minutes.
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3. TEACHING SUPERVISED LEARNING
MACHINE TO DETECT FIHDS'S OUT OF NEW
DATA
The ﬁrst part of the study (chapter 2) resulted something that can be now on
to be taught to the supervised learning machine. Those are the labels PHDS's
and FIHDS's and now on the supervised learning machine can be build to make
distinction between PHDS's and FIHDS's from the new data.
By observing previous chapter in can be noted that the learning machines already
exist here which can make the distinction between the PHDS's and FIHDS's. Those
are SOM, K-mean clustering and Heuristic approach which were just used to ﬁnd
FIHDS's.
In case of SOM the ready trained weight matrixW of SOM can make the distinction
between the PHDS's and FIHDS's and in future new data sample could be plugged
in and see where the BMU's will land. If they land on the upper right corner of
the SOM or specially on the neuron # 5901 the conclusion might be drawn that
the sample is FIHDS. And if this happens in frequency exceeding some predeﬁned
threshold the indication about the upcoming failure could be concluded.
For example in case of K-mean clustering there is an option to examine in which
cluster the new sample belongs. If it belongs to the cluster no. 3 then it may be
concluded that the sample must be a FIHDS. And once again if this happens in
frequency exceeding some predeﬁned threshold there exists some indication about
the upcoming failure.
For example in case of heuristic approach the new sample may be plotted in the
graph presented in ﬁgure 2.10. If the sample land on among the group of FIHDS it
may be concluded that the new sample must be also a FIHDS. And if this happens in
frequency exceeding some predeﬁned threshold the indication about the upcoming
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failure may be interpreted.
This approach is correct but there exists a problem with it, and the core aim of this
Part 2 is to overcome this problem. In order to see the problem the main objective
of this study should be considered, that is trying to predict the future and specially
predict the upcoming failure. Thus machine which in general can separate FIHDS's
out of healthy data is needed.
In the ﬁrst part (Chapter 2) FIHDS label was not only given for the anomaly samples
found with the methods used there but also for the data samples between the found
anomaly samples. Now when this extended set of FIHDS's will be taught to the
supervised learning machine the machine will predict failures in more general level.
3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Supervised learning machines
Radial Basis Function (RBF)
Radial Basis Function (RBF) is a non linear classiﬁer. RBF function has a basis
function which measures the radial distance of the observable data sample x to the
example data sample y. In learning machine approach the distances of samples are
summed in order to ﬁnd out the similarity between the observable data set X and
the example data set Y. Based on the similarity of the data sets and the previous
knowledge about the example data set Y the conclusions about the observable data
set X can be mate. In supervised learning the example data set Y may be a set of
historical data or a smaller set of clusters generated from the historical data.
The actual radial basis function is deﬁned as
F (x) =
N∑
n=1
wnϕ(‖x− xn‖) (3.1)
and for classiﬁcation
F (x) = sign
(
N∑
n=1
wnϕ(‖x− xn‖)
)
(3.2)
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where N ∈ N+ is the number of samples, wn's are weights and the ‖x − xn‖ are
radius's between some point x and data sample xn [12]. The basis function ϕ has a
several forms [12] like:
1. Multiquatratic: ϕ(‖x− xn‖) =
√‖x− xn‖2 + c2, where c > 0.
2. Inverse multiquatratic: ϕ(‖x− xn‖) = 1√‖x−xn‖2+c2 , where c > 0.
3. Gaussian: ϕ(‖x− xn‖) = exp(−λ‖x− xn‖2), where λ > 0.
Here the goal is to have a F (x) which describes the system behaviour in hands.
In this case it must satisfy the equality F (xi) = yi. In other words for some data
sample xi the function F (xi) produces the output yi which correspond the actual
output of the system. Thus for some data sample i the equality
N∑
n=1
wnϕ(‖xi − xn‖) = yi (3.3)
applies. Now if the i goes through all the data samples i = 1...N then a set of
equations are generated by the equation 3.3. This set of equations can be expressed
in the matrix form as:

ϕ(‖x1 − x1‖) ϕ(‖x1 − x2‖) . . . ϕ(‖x1 − xN‖)
ϕ(‖x2 − x1‖) ϕ(‖x2 − x2‖) . . . ϕ(‖x2 − xN‖)
...
...
...
...
ϕ(‖xN − x1‖) ϕ(‖xN − x2‖) . . . ϕ(‖xN − xN‖)


w1
w2
...
wN
 =

y1
y2
...
yN
 (3.4)
Equation 3.4 can be rewritten simply as φ~w = ~y, and from this equation the weights
wn can be solved as:
~w = φ−1~y (3.5)
RBF with K-mean clustering: In practice solving the equation 3.5 may be
computationally demanding with large datasets, since inverting large matrix is com-
putationally heavy task. Pre size of the set of solvable equations in 3.4 may be
reduced by having equations 3.1 an 3.2 in form of
F (x) =
K∑
n=1
wkϕ(‖x− µk‖) (3.6)
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and for binary classiﬁcation
F (x) = sign
(
K∑
n=1
wkϕ(‖x− µk‖)
)
(3.7)
where K ∈ N+ and K << N .
The points of µk can be chosen by many ways but practice have been shown that
by choosing the centres of K-mean clustering (see sec. 2.1) as a µk's the equation
3.3 approximately holds
K∑
n=1
wkϕ(‖xi − µk‖) ≈ yi (3.8)
Thus when i goes through the whole dataset i = 1...N then equation 3.8 generates
a set of equations which can be expressed in matrix form as:
ϕ(‖x1 − x1‖) ϕ(‖x1 − x2‖) . . . ϕ(‖x1 − xK‖)
ϕ(‖x2 − x1‖) ϕ(‖x2 − x2‖) . . . ϕ(‖x2 − xK‖)
...
...
...
...
ϕ(‖xN − x1‖) ϕ(‖xN − x2‖) . . . ϕ(‖xN − xK‖)


w1
w2
...
wK
 =

y1
y2
...
yK
 (3.9)
or simply
φ~ω = ~y (3.10)
Since K < N the φ matrix of equation 3.10 is not a square matrix and thus it is
not invertible. Still feasible solution can be achieved by pseudo-inverse and thus
~w = pinv(φ)~y (3.11)
Now if the weights ~w from the equation 3.11 will be solved then a label ynew can be
calculated for new data sample xnew by using equation 3.8 ynew ≈
∑K
n=1wkϕ(‖xnew−
µk‖).
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a binary classiﬁcation algorithm capable to clas-
sify a set of data in to two classes [12]. The idea is to ﬁnd a hyperplane which
separates a data into a two classes in some hyperspace. SVM diﬀers from other bi-
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Figure 3.1 Illustration of 1-D 'hyperplane' in 2-D 'hyperspace' separating the some lin-
early separable data in two classes by having the margin ζ.
nary classiﬁers in the way that it ﬁnds the hyperplane having the maximum margin
between the two classes. The data samples (vectors) which are touching the margin
are called as a support vectors.
Lets donate data sample as ~x where ~x ∈ Rn and n is the dimensionality of the feature
space (i.e number of parameters of data, see ﬁg 1.2) of the input data vector.
Let ﬁrst assume that the data set is linearly separable in two classes and thus the
separation can be done by the hyperplane written as follows:
~wT~x+ b = 0 (3.12)
Now let i denote the i:th sample of the data (see ﬁg 1.2) and let denote the desired
response as yi ∈ {−1,+1} for each data sample x(i).
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Thus it may be written: ~wT~x(i) + b ≥ 0 when yi = 1,~wT~x(i) + b < 0 when yi = −1, (3.13)
The data can be scaled here without having none of the samples changing its label.
Thus the margin between the two separate classes can be freely scaled and the margin
can be required to be 1. Now following equation is consistent with the equation
3.13.
~wT~x(i) + b ≥ 1 when yi = 1,~wT~x(i) + b < 1 when yi = −1, (3.14)
On the other hand the equation 3.14 is consistent with the equation
yi(~w
T~x(i) + b) ≥ 1 (3.15)
In other words the classiﬁcation have been done correctly when the equation 3.15
holds.
The vectors that are on the margin are called the support vectors and for those
vectors it applies that yi(~wT~x(i) + b) = 1 and thus
yi(~w
T~x(i) + b)− 1 = 0 (3.16)
The width of the decision boundary is
ς = |x(−1)s − x(+1)s |
~w
‖~w‖ (3.17)
where x(−1)s is some support vector from −1 side of the decision boundary, x(+1)s
is some support vector from +1 side of the boundary and
~w
‖~w‖ is the normal unit
vector for the boundary. Now by substituting equation 3.16 into equation 3.17 will
produce the result
ς(~w) =
2
‖~w‖ (3.18)
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Since the SVM is maximum margin binary classiﬁer the objective here is to maximize
the width ς of the equation 3.18. For mathematical convenience the minimization
should be rather performed on
ς(~w) =
1
2
‖~w‖2 (3.19)
The equation 3.19 is consistent with the equation 3.18 since
max
~w,b
2
‖~w‖ ⇔ min~w,b ‖~w‖ ⇔ min~w,b
1
2
‖~w‖2 (3.20)
Now the objective is to ﬁnd extremum of the function 3.19 by having the constrain
3.16. For this purpose the Lagrange Multiplier [11] suits well [12]. For equation
3.19 with constraint 3.16 the Lagrangian function L will be
L(~w, b, α) =
1
2
‖~w‖2 −
m∑
i=1
αi
[
(yi(~w
T~x(i) + b)− 1]) (3.21)
where m is the number of the samples and αi ≥ 0:s are some Lagrangian multipliers.
The extremum of the Lagrangian can be solved by ﬁnding the minimum with respect
to ~w and b and then maximum with respect to α. In order to ﬁnd the extremum
there exists two conditions of optimality:
∂L(~w, b, α)
∂ ~w
= ~0 (3.22)
and
∂L(~w, b, α)
∂b
= ~0 (3.23)
From condition 3.22 it can be derived that
~w =
m∑
i=1
αiyi~x
(i) (3.24)
and from condition 3.23 it can be derived that
m∑
i=1
αiyi = 0 (3.25)
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Substituting equations 3.24 and 3.25 back in to the equation 3.21 will produce:
L(α) =
m∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
αiαjyiyj~x
(i)T~x(j) (3.26)
Finding the minimum of the equation 3.26 with respect to α is the dual problem for
the ﬁnding the maximum with respect to ~w and b and the further ﬁnding minimum
with respect to the α of the equations 3.21 [7].
Now if some optimum αo have been solved from the equation 3.26 then the optimal
~wo may be solved from the equation 3.24.
The optimal solution is the problem of optimization. One eﬃcient way to perform
the optimization here is quadratic programming. Quadratic programming is not
discussed here since it is out of the scope of this study.
SVM with soft margin: For data not linearly separable or noisy a soft margin
is needed. Soft margin allows to some samples to violate the margins of the decision
boundary. The soft margin can be added in SVM by using a error therm  ≥ 0.
When the error therm is added in equation 3.19 then new subject of minimization
will be become as
ς(~w) =
1
2
‖~w‖2 + C~ (3.27)
where C ≥ 0 is some scaling constant referred here as a Box Constraint. When an
error term is added in constraint 3.16 then new boundary will be become as
yi(~w
T~x(i) + b)− 1 + ~ = 0 (3.28)
This subject of minimization and boundary will generate exactly the same results
from Lagrangian functions as above except the Lagrangian multipliers are limited
in such way that 0 ≤ αi ≤ C and 0 ≤ αj ≤ C.
Kernel trick: When the optimal Lagrangian multipliers α's have been found by
some optimization method then the solution of the equation 3.26 depends only on
the inner product ~x(i)T~x(j). The solution of this inner product may be tedious to
calculate when the data vector ~x has a lot of features and dataset is a large. Kernel
trick is the way of ﬁnding a solution for the inner product without actually solving
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the inner product. Thus the equation 3.26 can be rewritten in form of
L(α) =
m∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
αiαjyiyjK(~x
(i), ~x(j)) (3.29)
where K() is the kernel function. Kernel function can be any function which pro-
duces the result that is the result of some inner product. However valid kernel is
also positive semi-deﬁnite [9]. The three most common kernels are:
1. Polynomial kernel: For some p ∈ N+
K(~x(i), ~x(j)) = (1 + ~x(i)T~x(j))p (3.30)
2. Gaussian kernel: For some γ ∈ R+
K(~x(i), ~x(j)) = exp(−γ‖~x(i) − ~x(j)‖2) (3.31)
3. Perceptron kernel: For some a, b ∈ R+
K(~x(i), ~x(j)) = tanh(a~x(i)T~x(j) − b) (3.32)
Another beneﬁt of using kernels is that they will perform a feature space extraction.
Feature space extraction makes possible to present a linearly non-separable data
in space where it is linearly separable. This is in many cases necessary since the
SVM is the binary linear classiﬁer and thus is not able to separate non-linear data
correctly. On the other hand the data in practice is usually linearly non-separable.
With feature extraction any linearly non-separable data can be made linearly sepa-
rable when it is has been extracted to complex enough feature space. For example
in case of Polynomial kernel the constant p has a direct aﬀect on the dimensionality
and complexity of the feature space.
The eﬀect of feature extraction is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.2. Here one dimensional
data x has been labelled in two groups. From the left graph of the ﬁgure 3.2 can
be clearly seen that the data is not linearly separable. When the feature extraction
x −→ Φ(x, x2) will be performed from one dimensional space to two dimensional
space then the data will become linearly separable in the new feature space Φ.
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Figure 3.2 The illustration how feature extraction makes linearly non-separable data to
linearly separable.
Neural Network (NN)
Neural Network (NN), often referred also as an Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN), is
a machine learning method which conﬁguration is strongly inspired by the function
of human brain. Human brain can in its simplest form seen as a set of neurons and
synapses connecting the neurons. Every neuron is connected by several synapses
to several other neurons. Neurons themselves are sort of computational units and
synapses are signal transferring units.
The neurons of human brain are distributed in unorganized way and the same same
applies with the synaptic connections between the neurons. In NN on the other hand
neurons and synapses are organized, in order to have computationally manageable
system. The typical conﬁguration of NN is presented in ﬁgure 3.3.
As presented in the ﬁgure 3.3 neurons are organized in layers. The most common
number of layers if three, having a input layer, hidden layer, and output layer.
If there is more than three layers in the network then number of hidden layers is
increased. If there will be less layers than three in the network then there will be
only input and output layer. The network in ﬁgure 3.3 has a four layers, thus having
two hidden layers.
Typical way of connecting units (input units or neurons) of the network is to connect
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Figure 3.3 Illustration of multilayer feed-forward NN. Circles are presenting neurons and
arrows are presenting connections. [12]
all units of the previous layer with all units of the next layer. This is also the case
in ﬁgure 3.3. Network connected like this is called fully connected network. More
connections would make the NN computationally challenging.
The function of neuron is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.4. Here a neuron k has a input
signal xi, multiplies it by the weight wki, does the same for all input signals, sums
the results, ads biases bk, have the result vk out through the Activation function ϕ
and has the output yk which is further transferred on the next layers or as a ﬁnal
output. This can be summed in one equation as:
yk = ϕ
(
m∑
i=1
wkixi + bk
)
(3.33)
where m is the number of inputs. By deﬁning bk = wk0x0 the equation 3.33 can be
simpliﬁed in form
yk = ϕ
(
m∑
i=0
wkixi
)
=: ϕ(vk) (3.34)
A good choice is to have x0 = 1.
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of the function of the neuron in NN [12]
Activation function ϕ() can be any function. Practically there are two types of
functions commonly used as a activation function:
1. Threshold function:
ϕ(v) =
1 if v ≥ 0,0 if v < 0, (3.35)
2. Sigmoid Function
ϕ(v) =
1
1 + e−av
(3.36)
where a is a slope parameter. When a → ∞ then Sigmoid Function acts as a
Threshold Function. Here Activation functions can have values between 0 and 1.
This is the most common approach. Another common approach is to have Activation
function output between the values -1 and 1. The eﬀect of a in Sigmoid Function is
demonstrated in ﬁgure 3.5.
Learning algorithms There are two main types of learning involved with Neu-
ral Networks: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. For example SOM
described in section 2.1 is a one of the most powerful and well known form of unsu-
pervised neural networks. In this section the focus is on supervised learning since the
aim here is to teach a learning machine to detect the upcoming failure. The training
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Figure 3.5 The eﬀect of slope parameter a in Sigmoid Function.
of supervised NN will be done by Back-Propagation learning algorithm described
next.
Back-Propagation: When the input sample n had been feed in to the network
then the output neuron j will have an output yj(n). In supervised learning the
knowledge about the desired output of the sample n exists and that is denoted here
as dj(n). Now the error measure can be deﬁned as
ej(n) = dj(n)− yj(n) (3.37)
We may also deﬁne a second error measure that is
Ej(n) =
1
2
(dj(n)− yj(n))2 = 1
2
e2j(n) (3.38)
Clearly this Ej(n) is also an error measure and for later purposes it is mathematically
convenient.
The total error of the output layer may now deﬁned as
E(n) =
∑
j∈C
Ej(n) =
1
2
∑
j∈C
e2j(n) (3.39)
where C holds all the neurons of the layer.
Supervised learning is about adjusting weights of NN. After the data sample n have
been feed in to the network the weights need to be readjusted based on the error of
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the output. Thus the weights for next epoch n+ 1 will be
wji(n+ 1) = wji(n) + ∆wji(n) (3.40)
where
∆wji(n) = −η ∂E(n)
∂wji(n)
(3.41)
where η is learning rate parameter. A constant like 0.2 would be good choice as
a learning rate parameter η, but in some cases better convergence of the learning
algorithm may be achieved by having η(n) as a decreasing function of n [12].
The therm ∂E(n)/∂wji(n) of the equation 3.41 can be expressed in following form
by using a chain rule:
∂E(n)
∂wji(n)
=
∂E(n)
∂ej(n)
∂ej(n)
∂yj(n)
∂yj(n)
∂vj(n)
∂vj(n)
∂wji(n)
(3.42)
By using the equation 3.39 we get
∂E(n)
∂ej(n)
= ej(n) (3.43)
By using the equation 3.37 we get
∂ej(n)
∂yj(n)
= −1 (3.44)
By using the equation 3.34 we get
∂yj(n)
∂vj(n)
= ϕ
′
j(vj(n)) (3.45)
and
∂vj(n)
∂wji(n)
= yj(n) (3.46)
By substituting the results 3.43, 3.44, 3.45 and 3.46 into the equation 3.42 we
get
∆wji(n) = −ηδj(n)yj(n) (3.47)
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where
δj(n) = ej(n)ϕ
′
j(vj(n)) (3.48)
All the parameters of the equation 3.47 are known when we chose the activation
function ϕ() and thus the updated set of the weights for output layer can be
calculated using equations 3.40 and 3.47.
Now lets deﬁne ∆wkj(n) for the hidden layers. By deﬁning some output of the
hidden layer as yk(n), using an equation 3.41 and chain rule we get
∆wkj(n) = −η ∂E(n)
∂yk(n)
∂yk(n)
∂vj(n)
∂vj(n)
∂wkj(n)
(3.49)
By using the equation 3.39 we get
∂E(n)
∂yk(n)
=
∑
j
ej(n)
∂ej(n)
∂yk(n)
(3.50)
and by chain rule
∂E(n)
∂yk(n)
=
∑
j
ej(n)
∂ej(n)
∂vj(n)
∂vj(n)
∂yk(n)
(3.51)
By using equations 3.34 and 3.37 we get
∂ej(n)
∂vj(n)
= −ϕ′j(vj(n)) (3.52)
Also by using equation 3.34 we get
∂vj(n)
∂yk(n)
= wjk (3.53)
Now by substituting equations 3.52 and 3.53 into the equation 3.51 we get
∂E(n)
∂yk(n)
= −
∑
j
ej(n)ϕ
′
j(vj(n))wjk(n) = −
∑
j
δj(n)wjk(n) (3.54)
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By using equations 3.45, 3.46 and 3.54 we get the equation 3.49 in form of
∆wkj(n) =ηϕ
′
k(vk(n))
∑
j
δj(n)wjk(n)yk(n)
=ηδk(n)yk(n)
(3.55)
where
δk(n) = ϕ
′
k(vk(n))
∑
j
δj(n)wjk(n) (3.56)
All the parameters of the equation 3.55 are known and thus change in weights
∆wkj(n) of hidden layers can be calculated.
Now the back propagation algorithm can be summed up:
1. Start with the output layer l = L and update the weights of all layers l = 1..L
by using equation
w
(l)
kj (n+ 1) = w
(l)
kj (n) + ∆w
(l)
kj (n) (3.57)
where
∆w
(l)
kj (n) = ηδ
(l)
k (n)y
(l−1)
k (n) (3.58)
where
δ
(l)
k (n) =
e
(L)
k (n)ϕ
′
k(v
(L)
k (n)) for neuron k in output layer L
ϕ
′
k(v
(l)
k (n))
∑
j δ
(l+1)
j (n)w
(l+1)
jk (n) for neuron k in hidden layer l
(3.59)
2. Repeat the step 1. until your predeﬁned maximum number of epochs exceed or
the error falls below the predeﬁned threshold.
Recurrent Neural Network In Recurrent Neural Network the output signal of
the neurons are fed back in to the neurons of the same layer. There exists large
number of possibilities of doing the feedback, but some of the most common ways
are.
1. Self-feedback: The output signal of neuron is fed back in to the same neuron
along with the next data sample or later.
2. No self-feedback: The output signal of neuron is fed as an input of the all other
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Figure 3.6 An example of no self-feedback Recurrent Neural Network layer. Figure is
form [12].
neurons of the same layer except the neuron itself along with the next data sample
or later. An example of no self-feedback is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.6.
3. Full feedback: The output signal of neuron is fed in as an input to the all neurons
of the same layer along with the next data sample or later.
3.1.2 Supervised machine generalization capability
Generalization is one of the most important issues involved in machine learning. It
is easy to build a complex system which mimics the data with high accuracy. The
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Figure 3.7 The illustration of over-ﬁtting.
most complex and accurate system will be the original data itself. The data itself
lacks the capability of generalization. Same applies to systems that are too complex.
The lack of generalization capability if also called as a over-ﬁtting.
The phenomenon of over-ﬁtting is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.7. Here 10 samples of data
have been presented as o's in the ﬁrst and second graphs on upper row. In the ﬁrst
graph the ﬁrst order polynomial ﬁtting have been implemented on the data and in
the second graph 10th order polynomial ﬁtting have been implemented on the same
data.
The data on the second graph in ﬁgure 3.7 is an overﬁt. Here the ﬁtted curve
mimic well the original data but it lack an ability of generalization. When a new
data, marked with x's, will be tested on the 10-order polynomial ﬁt then a big error
will be generated. With 1-order polynomial ﬁt the moderate error is achieved both
in ﬁtting and in testing. Thus here the 1-order ﬁt performs better.
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The actual function from which the data samples were generated from in ﬁgure 3.7
was 3-order polynomial with some Gaussian noise. Here in the demonstration ex-
ample the original function was known, but usually when implementing the machine
learning methods the underlying function behind the phenomenon is unknown. The
Machines ability for generalization will be measured during the training by valida-
tion.
Validation The idea of validation is following. Split randomly the data available
for training into two sets: training set and validation set. Repeat iteratively:
1. Train the machine by training set and then test the Machine by validation set.
Calculate error for validation set. This error is denoted here as Eout (out of sample
error).
2. Adjust the machine:
• In case of RBF with k-mean clustering the number of clusters can be adjusted,
basis function can be swapped, free parameters of the basis function can be
adjusted, and so on.
• In case of SVM the choice of kernel can be adjusted, kernel parameters and
especially Box constrain C can be adjusted. Adjusting the Box constraint C
has a direct and monotonous eﬀect on generalization.
• In case of NN the number of neurons can be adjusted, number of hidden layers
can be adjusted and some other features like recurrence of the network can be
adjusted.
3. Calculate Eout.
Repeat the process iteratively and ﬁnd the machine that has the smallest Eout.
In some cases a little of data is available and in those cases the desire is to use a
lot of data for training and spare a little for validation. In this case the procedure
called Cross Validation is a good choice.
Cross Validation In Cross Validation the data will be split inM sets. Reasonable
way of splitting is to having equal set sizes. The maximum number of M is naturally
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the number of samples N in the dataset. The minimum number is 2. Thus M ∈
[2, N ]. When M = N then the cross validation is called N-fold cross validation.
When M = 10 then the validation is called 10-fold cross validation.
The concept of the Cross Validation is following.
1. Split the data into M sets.
2. Exclude one set for later validation and use M − 1 sets for training.
3. After training, test the performance of the machine by the one validation set that
was excluded from the training.
4. Repeat 2 and 3 but do every time exclude a diﬀerent set for validation.
The downside of this approach is that you will perform the training and validation
M times, which is computationally demanding. The upside of this approach is that
all the data will be used both for training and for validation without using the same
data for training and validation at same time.
In N-fold validation the validation set is only one sample. Thus the training set will
be at size of N-1 and is thus maximum large still to have some data for validation.
This approach is suitable for small data-sets. The downsides of N-fold validation is
that the training need to be done N times.
The standard way of performing the validation is 10-fold validation [6]. In this
approach you will perform the training 10 times, by every time having 90% of data
for training and 10% for validation. This approach is the compromise between the
computational performance and the size of the training dataset.
VC dimension and VC generalization bound Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimen-
sion (VC dimension) gives the maximum number of samples the learner can shatter
in the feature space of the sample. VC generalization bound is derived from the
VC dimension and is a analytical measure for learner giving the upper pound for
Eout based on measures such complexity of the learner, dimensionality of the data
and number of data samples. Thus VC generalization bound describes the learners
capability of generalizing.
The concept of VC-dimension is strongly present in almost all machine learning
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literature and thus compiled to mention here. In practice VC-dimension is more
like conceptual thing and hard to utilize practice with complex systems like NN's.
The concept of VC-generalization bound would suit well in situation presented it
ﬁgure 3.7 where the learner is simple and on the other hand the dataset is small.
With small dataset to spare any data for testing would be undesirable and thus the
estimate for Eout we may have to be done by utilizing VC-generalization bound.
In this study lot of data was available. With the great amount of test data an
accurate estimate to Eout can be got just by testing the machine, since test error
Eout = Etest is more informative than the upper bond error Eout ≤ EV C .
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Generalization capability testing
During the training the performance of the machine is validated as described in
section 3.1.2. In mathematical point of view the validation data has not been used
directly for training. On the other-hand in philosophical point of view the validation
dataset have been also involved for training, since the choice of the ﬁnal Machine
conﬁguration has been aﬀected by the validation data. In order to measure the
absolute performance of the machine, testing is needed.
The idea of testing is to test the performance of the machine by using the data that
has not been used in any way for ﬁnal chose of the machine. This data has not been
used for training, for validation or either for making the choice in our intuitive mind
for which machine (RBF, SVM, NN, ...) to use in the ﬁrst place [6].
Here the testing has been performed by conﬁguring six Lessons.
• Lesson 1: the healthy ﬂights of Aeroplane A have been totally excluded
from the training and validation. From the rest of the ﬂights the data have
been separated for training and testing as described in table 3.1.
• Lesson 2: the healthy ﬂight of Aeroplane B have been totally excluded
from the training and validation. From the rest of the ﬂights the data have
been separated for training and testing as described in table 3.1.
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• Lesson 3: the healthy ﬂight of Aeroplane C have been totally excluded
from the training and validation. From the rest of the ﬂights the data have
been separated for training and testing as described in table 3.1.
• Lesson 4: the healthy ﬂight of Aeroplane D have been totally excluded
from the training and validation. From the rest of the ﬂights the data have
been separated for training and testing as described in table 3.1.
• Lesson 5: the ﬁrst failure ﬂight of Aeroplane A have been totally excluded
from the training and validation. From the rest of the ﬂights the data have
been separated for training and testing as described in table 3.1.
• Lesson 6: the second failure ﬂight of Aeroplane A have been totally
excluded from the training and validation. From the rest of the ﬂights the
data have been separated for training and testing as described in table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Data usage in % for Training and Testing in RBF, SVM and NN.
Training / Testing
RBF SVM NN
Aeroplane A healthy ﬂights 10/90 2/98 10/90
Aeroplane B healthy ﬂight 18/82 4/96 18/82
Aeroplane C healthy ﬂight 27/73 5/95 27/73
Aeroplane D healthy ﬂight 50/50 46/54 50/50
Aeroplane A failure ﬂight I 50/50 13/87 50/50
Aeroplane A failure ﬂight II 50/50 20/80 50/50
Total 44/66 15/85 44/66
Since in this speciﬁc case a lot of data was available the most of the data was
used for testing. In case of RBF and NN 66 % of the data was used for testing.
In case of SVM 85 % of the data was used for testing. The diﬀerence of of data
separation in training/testing between the methods (RBF, SVM, NN) is aﬀected by
the computation speed; that is all machines were given approximately equal time
on CPU.
In practice a big testing dataset conﬁrms well the performance of the machine. On
the other hand better performance of he machine might have been received with
bigger training data set. Thus the compromise needed to be done between the two
extremes: having theoretically accurately performing machine which performance is
not tested or having poorly performing machine which performance is well tested.
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Here the compromise have been strongly aﬀected by the computational resources.
Also here the aim is to compare Machines and test the potential of some learning
machines, not to have ﬁnal optimized machine for practical use.
The results of testing each machine will be summarized in tables similar like 3.2. The
table 3.2 is an hypothetical and gives the idea what short of results the perfectly
working hypothetical learning machine would produce. The intuition behind the
table is that it would be preferable that the machine would not see any (0 %)
FIHDS's in the data of the ﬂights which did never failed and see all the data (100
%) as a FIHDS's for the ﬂights which did end up with the failure.
Table 3.2 The percentage of testing data seen as a FIHDS's by the hypothetical perfect
learning machine.
System runs Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6
A healthy(40) 0 0 0 0 0 0
B healthy(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0
C healthy(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0
D healthy(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0
A fail I(1) 100 100 100 100 100 100
A fail II(1) 100 100 100 100 100 100
3.2.2 Radial Basis Function (RBF) with K-mean clustering
For Radial Basis Function there exists several options available for basis function as
it was pointed out in section 3.1.1. Here the Gaussian function was chosen:
ϕ(‖x− xn‖) = exp(−λ‖x− xn‖2) (3.60)
,where λ > 0. The reason for the choice is that the Gaussian function is treated
as a standard in many literature and often no other basis functions are not even
introduced.
In order to come out with the solution the ﬁrst thing to do is to have the decision
about the number of clusters K to be used use. In limited range the out of sample
error Eout is decreasing as a function of the increasing number of clusters. The small
test presented in ﬁgure 3.8 supports the statement.
Here in the test runs the number of clusters have been chosen to be ten. The choice
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Figure 3.8 The eﬀect of cluster center number on out of sample error of trained RBF.
was compromise between the computation speed and the performance, but mostly
emphasising the computation speed.
Since here the Gaussian function was the choose to be used it leads to the one free
parameter to be able to adjust, that is λ. With the datasets of this study the out
of sample error Eout behaved respect to the λ as presented in the ﬁgure 3.9. Based
on this result the λ have been ﬁxed to be 1.3 for further calculations.
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Figure 3.9 The eﬀect of λ on out of sample error.
The actual calculation of RBF was done by using the equations described in the
section 3.1.1. The clusters of K-mean clustering were calculated by using Matlab
inbuilt function kmeans [3].
The average results for training ten separate RBF's with K-means have been pre-
sented in table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Percentage of testing data seen as a FIHDS's by the trained RBF. ± indicates
the standard deviation of ten separate runs. The datasets with ∗ have been totally excluded
from the training.
System runs Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6
A healthy(40) ∗98± 2 1± 0 1± 0 1± 0 1± 0 0± 0
B healthy(1) 1± 3 ∗98± 1 0± 0 1± 1 2± 2 0± 0
C healthy(1) 1± 0 3± 0 ∗33± 36 2± 1 1± 0 0± 0
D healthy(1) 98± 3 100± 0 91± 2 ∗92± 1 2± 1 88± 1
A fail I(1) 94± 2 97± 1 95± 2 100± 0 ∗44± 32 96± 1
A fail II(1) 91± 8 99± 0 90± 10 95± 3 66± 38 ∗54± 21
3.2.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM was trained here by using the Matlab's inbuilt function ﬁtcsvm [1]. As a kernel
Gaussian kernel described in section 3.1.1 was used. The results are listed in the
table 3.4.
Table 3.4 Percentage of testing data seen as a FIHDS's by the trained SVM. ± indicates
the standard deviation of ten separate runs. The datasets with ∗ have been totally excluded
from the training.
System runs Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6
A healthy(40) ∗0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
B healthy(1) 0± 0 ∗0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
C healthy(1) 0± 0 0± 0 ∗3± 3 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
D healthy(1) 3± 0 3± 0 3± 0 ∗93± 0 2± 0 1± 0
A fail I(1) 96± 0 96± 0 97± 0 99± 0 ∗63± 8 95± 0
A fail II(1) 98± 0 98± 1 98± 0 99± 0 97± 0 ∗44± 2
As for the Box Constraint C = 1 was used here. The reason is partly illustrated
in ﬁgure 3.10. From the ﬁgure it can be seen that when C ≥ 1 the error dos not
vary much in this speciﬁc case. On the other hand increase in the box constraint
can lead to longer training times [1], and thus C = 1 is here a compromise between
low error and reasonable computation time.
During the all Lessons of the table 3.4 when the SVM was trained then the average
number of Support Vectors out of the hole number of samples used for training
was 18% with the standard deviation of 2%. In general if all data sample (100%)
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Figure 3.10 The eﬀect of box constraint on error.
presented to SVM will come out as as support vectors then the machine would be
a really bad generalizer and only good memorizer. The other extreme would be
to have only two (∼ 0%) support vectors, one of each side of two classes then the
machine would be a great generalizer but not having much of the original wisdom
of the data. The optimum lies between these two cases and is case-speciﬁc.
3.2.4 Neural Networks (NN)
The the functions of Neural Network Toolbox of Matlab [4] were used to build a
several neural network conﬁgurations in order to classify FIHDS's out of the healthy
data. The eﬀect of following features of NN on ﬁnal result was investigated:
1. Learning algorithms.
2. Number of neurons in layer.
3. Number of layers.
4. Feedforward and Feedback (time delay in Matlab).
Eﬀect of learning algorithms The most signiﬁcant eﬀect on ﬁnal result had
the choose of learning algorithm. All nine inbuilt back propagation learning al-
gorithms of Matlab (Levenberg-Marquardt, BFGS Quasi-Newton, Resilient Back-
propagation, Scaled Conjugate Gradient, Conjugate Gradient with Powell/Beale
Restarts, Fletcher-Powell Conjugate Gradient, Polak-Ribiére Conjugate Gradient,
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Figure 3.11 The eﬀect of number of neurons in one hidden layer Feedforward Neural
Network on Eout.
One Step Secant, Variable Learning Rate Back-propagation) were tested and only
one (Levenberg-Marquardt) could provide a reasonable solution for the problem in
issue.
Eﬀect of layer size The eﬀect of layer size on the performance of the NN in
illustrated in ﬁgure 3.11. As the layer size increases the Eout decreases. The
Eout reaches its minimum already with four neurons in single layer and does not
signiﬁcantly decrease with bigger layer sizes.
Theoretically the increasing size of layer should in some point start to cause the
overﬁtting, discussed in the section 3.1.2, and thus cause increase in Eout. This
phenomenon was not detected here, but on the other hand in this case the Matlab
NN Toolbox internal cross-validation algorithm and early stopping prevents the
overﬁtting.
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Figure 3.12 The eﬀect of number of hidden layers in Feedforward Neural Network on
Eout. One layer contains four neurons.
Since the increase in layer size causes the increase in computational times the con-
clusion here based on the ﬁgure 3.11 was that the optimum number of neuron in
this speciﬁc case would be four.
Eﬀect of number of hidden layers The increase of hidden layer number here
had no improving eﬀect on NN performance. This is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.12
where several combinations of four neuron layers were constructed and the Eout was
calculated. In practice increasing number of layers seems to make NN performance
worse. This phenomenon can be explained by the overﬁtting, discussed in the section
3.1.2.
Eﬀect of feedback The eﬀect of feedback, that is time delay in Matlab toolbox,
on the performance of this speciﬁc NN was tested. Feedback property in NN here
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destroyed the performance of the NN and no reasonable results was received. The
result was the same with several variations of time delay units from 1 to 10. This
indicates that the underlying process is not dynamic [10]. In practise the operation
of ﬂight control surfaces is probably dynamic, but probably not in the scale of our
data measurement intervals.
Here based on the four points presented above the NN of table 3.5 was used for
FIHDS's classiﬁcation:
Table 3.5 The NN used for classifying FIHDS's out of new data
Learning algorithm Levenberg-Marquardt
Number of hidden layers 1
Number of neurons in hidden layer 4
Connections Fully connected Feedforward
The criteria for choosing this network was its good performance and light compu-
tational demand. The network produced the following result presented in the table
3.6.
Table 3.6 Percentage of testing data seen as a FIHDS's by the trained NN. ± indicates
the standard deviation of ten separate runs. The datasets with ∗ have been totally excluded
from the training.
System runs Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6
A healthy(40) ∗98± 2 0± 0 0± 1 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
B healthy(1) 0± 0 ∗1± 3 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
C healthy(1) 0± 0 1± 1 ∗47± 37 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
D healthy(1) 17± 8 16± 6 19± 9 ∗93± 1 5± 1 12± 2
A fail I(1) 96± 3 96± 2 95± 4 100± 0 ∗64± 15 96± 1
A fail II(1) 97± 3 98± 2 98± 1 98± 2 97± 2 ∗44± 10
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study was to test some commonly known and promising machine
learning methods like SOM, RBF, SVM, NN and K-mean clustering for predicting
the failure of aeroplane ﬂight control surface. The recorded data from Aeroplane A
was available for the task, including several ﬂights from several years. Also some
small amount of data from other similar aeroplanes was available (see table 1.1).
The study was segmented into two parts. In the ﬁrst part (Part 1) the task was to
decide what to teach to machine. For this reason Failure Indicating Healthy Data
Sample (FIHDS) was deﬁned. The existence of FIHDS in healthy historical data
was examined with three diﬀerent methods: Self Organising Maps (SOM), K-mean
clustering and in heuristic way. From the ﬂight data of Aeroplane A the FIHDS's
were found with all of the methods.
The second task was to teach the learning machine to detect the FIHDS's from new
data. This issue was covered in Part 2. For this purpose the data was divide in to
two parts: one part of the data was used to to teach the machine and the other part
of the data was used to later test the performance of the trained machine.
Three learning machines were used for this purpose: Radial Basis Function (RBF),
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Neural Network (NN). The machines were ﬁrst
trained and then tested. The data used for training was not used for testing and
vice versa.
In order to test the ultimate performance of the machines six lessons were con-
structed. In each lesson one dataset of ﬂight(s) were totally excluded from the
training. For rest of the ﬂights the data usage for training is described in table 3.1.
The testing results of the lessons are summarized into the tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6.
As for comparison table 3.2 presents hypothetical perfect results. The intuition
behind this table is that when the run will not end with failure it is desirable that
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the learning machine would not see any FIHDS's in the data and when run will end
with failure it is desirable that the learning machine will see a lot of FIHDS's in the
data.
The Lesson 6 in tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6 mimic the actual historical process of the
Aeroplane A. In this lesson we consider ourselves in the moment where Aeroplane
A has been failed once but not yet at second time. At this point we hypothetically
build a machines to detect FIHDS's. We train the machines with some data from the
healthy ﬂights of Aeroplane A, healthy ﬂight data's of some other similar aeroplanes
and the data from Aeroplane A fail run I, that is the only failure run of Aeroplane A
which we have at this moment. Then the Aeroplane A will be ﬁxed. Then we start
ﬂy with the Aeroplane A again and detect on-line the data of the Aeroplane A with
our machines. Our machines performed following: RBF sees 54 % data coming out
uniformly as a FIHDS's, SVM sees 44 % data coming out uniformly as a FIHDS's
and NN sees 44 % data coming out uniformly as a FIHDS's. This level of FIHDS's
should alarm about the upcoming failure since normally when system is healthy the
fraction of FIHDS's out of all data is close to zero (see tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6). It
practice we know that Aeroplane A failure ﬂight II ends with failure. Thus in this
speciﬁc case all the machines showed a great potential for purpose of predict the
upcoming failure.
From the tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6 it can be seen that the learning machines are
classifying the Aeroplane D healthy ﬂight in relatively high frequency (especially
RBF) as a FIHDS's even the ﬂight did not ended with failure in practice. The
reason for this is probably the fact that there was relatively small amount of data
available from Aeroplane D ﬂight. Thus the dataset used for teaching the machines
was also small. The size of the data set was ten times smaller than the sizes of the
dataset s of Aeroplane B and Aeroplane C and over one hundred times smaller that
the dataset of Aeroplane A.
The results in diagonals in tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6 are not so good as the rest of the
results. This indicates that when the data of some system is totally excluded from
training the machine then the machine is poorly capable to predict the behaviour of
this particular system. The same was concluded by Pascual D. G. [16] stating that
black-box approach...cannot identify situations that have not previously occurred.
When comparing the table 3.2 with the tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6 it can be concluded
that SVM performed best out of the three Machines. SVM did not see a lot of
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FIHDS's in the data of healthy ﬂights thus having a low false alarm rate. On the
other hand SVM did see a prominent amounts of FIHDS's in the data of the failure
ﬂights and most importantly in the unfamiliar sets (marked with *). The only clear
misclassiﬁcation of SVM was Aeroplane D healthy ﬂight in Lesson 4. On the other
hand this is forgiveable since during the Lesson 4 no data from the Aeroplane D was
used to train the learning machine.
Besides that SVM performed the best there are exists some other advantage with
SVM. For example here the SVM case was capable to achieve a great performance
with relatively small training data (see table 3.1). This fact indicates that there
exist even further improvement potential with SVM. The fact also indicated that the
results of SVM are the most reliable since a greatest fraction of the data were used
for testing. The downside with the SVM is that with the big datasets the algorithm
is computationally demanding.
The second best performance was received with NN. The advantage with NN is that
it can be easy further trained with new data. Thus it would ﬁt well in on-line learning
and monitoring. The downsides with the NN is that the optimal conﬁguration is
hard to ﬁnd.
The third best performance was received with RBF. Still there exists a great po-
tential for improvement with RBF in the context of this application, since the RBF
here was coded by ourselves and the optimization of its parameters was not that sys-
tematic when comparing with the SVM Matlab functions and NN Matlab Toolbox
functions.
All three machines did see FIHDS's in uniform frequency during the Aeroplane A
failure ﬂight II. Thus the indication about the upcoming failure did exist at from
the beginning of the ﬂight. The real time between the beginning of the ﬂight and
failure was several tens of minutes. This fact can be interpret that these machines
would have potential for forecasting the aeroplane ﬂight control surface failures.
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5. DISCUSSION
Here the feasibility of some common machine learning algorithms for predicting the
upcoming failure of aeroplane ﬂight control surface was examined. The algorithms
discussed here were SOM, SVM, NN, RBF and K-mean clustering. These algorithms
are just a small set of the all machine learning algorithms available. These speciﬁc
algorithms were chosen here based on their promising results from the other studies
and their applicability for solving the issue in hand. Also the availability of ready
build packages and functions for Matlab was strongly aﬀecting to the choice. Thus
this study can be further extended by having more algorithms included. Here these
few algorithms showed a promising results.
The optimum solution for the speciﬁc issue here was not aim to ﬁnd. For example
RBF can be further improved by having more K-clusters. Here only 10 clusters
was used even the data here was in scale of millions data sample. RBF can be also
improved by the systematic choose of basis function and the free parameters of the
basis function.
Also SVM have a potential for further improvement for example by having greater
fraction of data for training. This could be done for example by calculating several
sets of support vectors and then ﬁnding the support vectors of the support vectors
and so on. Another possibility for improving SVM would lie in the systematic choice
of kernel and the adjustment of kernel parameters. Here the standard Gaussian
kernel was used. There exists a lot of kernel options to be tested and some of them
are mentioned in section 3.1.1.
Neural network has a lot of adjustable parameters: learning algorithms, number of
neurons in layer, number of layers, feedback feature and so on. In practise there
exists a tremendous amount of options how to conﬁgure NN. Here systematic con-
ﬁgure → train → test → compare → conﬁgure → train → test → compare → ...
would have lead bather results.
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Here a straightforward testing on learning algorithms were done and based on that it
seems that the SVM has a great potential for further improvement and practical use.
Without a careful adjustments the SVM still performed superb and the systematic
adjustment would have been make it to perform even better. Thus we suggest that in
this sort of similar issues to use SVM and further develop it. Special focus should be
on the choose of kernels, creating new kernels and adjusting the kernel parameters.
In this study the learning machines showed a great potential for ﬁnding anomalies
from the historical data and further classifying them from the new data. The ma-
chines capability of detecting FIHDS's was well tested here. On the other hand the
statement: "FIHDS's deﬁned in our way will really forecast in practice the failure of
ﬂight control surface", need to be further examined. For this purpose more datasets
are needed from several aeroplanes including chronologically: healthy ﬂights, failure
ﬂight(s), healthy ﬂights.
The source data of this study was from the aeroplanes of Finnish Air Forces and the
results achieved from this data by machine learning methods were promising. On
the other hand we believe that the methods presented here for failure forecasting
would be applicable for any system with data. The modern learning machines seem
to be powerful for ﬁtting any arbitrary complicated function and the problem with
ﬁts are rather over-ﬁts that under-ﬁts. The bottlenecks with the methods presented
here are in practise the availability and the quality of the data.
If the data of the Finnish Air Forces will develop over the time in such way that the
failure data classes will be more presented then more accurate supervised learning
machines could be developed and implemented for the Flight Control Surface failure
prediction. The results from the methods could be further used in practice to avoid
some potential safety risks due to the maintenance decision support they could
provide. Also similar systems may be built for other subsystems of the aeroplanes
or for entirely new systems.
In future the development of the methods needs to continue in order to achieve
practically applicable results for Finnish Air Forces. Supervised learning machines
presented here are all needing the data of failures besides normal data. This is a
problematic since waiting failure data sets means the same as waiting failures. This
is not a desired scenario and thus the study needs to focus in the future more on the
methods which are not requiring the failure data. These methods are unsupervised
learning machines from which some were presented here and sowed promising results.
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However further development with unsupervised learning machines are needed in
order to have easily interpretable results out of them for maintenance support.
In order to have practical advantage in future from these results for Finnish Defence
Forces, more work and cooperation need to be done. One scenario about how the
process should proceed includes the following steps.
1. Verifying the fact that the model of this study can really predict the failures of
Flight Control Surfaces. This step requires the data from other aeroplanes with sim-
ilar failures. Data sets should include here chronologically ...healthy ﬂight, healthy
ﬂight, failure ﬂight, healthy ﬂight...
2. Building the SVM and NN for practical failure forecasting. This step requires
data from all the aeroplanes which will be monitored in future and the data from
both healthy ﬂights and failure ﬂights is needed. Computer program including SVM
and NN will run on Finnish Air Forces servers, analysing the new ﬂight data sets
and reporting the results.
3. Developing unsupervised learning methods and they interpretation routines in
such way that also unsupervised learning machines could be used directly for failure
forecasting. This is a huge ﬁeld of study but when succeeded in practice it will
relieve us from the need of failure data which will be remarkable advantage.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMATION OF THE RESULTS
Table 1 Percentage of testing data seen as a FIHDS's by the trained RBF.
System runs Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6
A healthy(40) ∗98± 2 1± 0 1± 0 1± 0 1± 0 0± 0
B healthy(1) 1± 3 ∗98± 1 0± 0 1± 1 2± 2 0± 0
C healthy(1) 1± 0 3± 0 ∗33± 36 2± 1 1± 0 0± 0
D healthy(1) 98± 3 100± 0 91± 2 ∗92± 1 2± 1 88± 1
A fail I(1) 94± 2 97± 1 95± 2 100± 0 ∗44± 32 96± 1
A fail II(1) 91± 8 99± 0 90± 10 95± 3 66± 38 ∗54± 21
Table 2 Percentage of testing data seen as a FIHDS's by the trained SVM.
System runs Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6
A hellthy(40) ∗0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
B heatlhy(1) 0± 0 ∗0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
C healthy(1) 0± 0 0± 0 ∗3± 3 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
D healthy(1) 3± 0 3± 0 3± 0 ∗93± 0 2± 0 1± 0
A fail I(1) 96± 0 96± 0 97± 0 99± 0 ∗63± 8 95± 0
A fail II(1) 98± 0 98± 1 98± 0 99± 0 97± 0 ∗44± 2
Table 3 Percentage of testing data seen as a FIHDS's by the trained NN.
System runs Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6
A healthy(40) ∗98± 2 0± 0 0± 1 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
B healthy(1) 0± 0 ∗1± 3 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
C healthy(1) 0± 0 1± 1 ∗47± 37 0± 0 0± 0 0± 0
D healthy(1) 17± 8 16± 6 19± 9 ∗93± 1 5± 1 12± 2
A fail I(1) 96± 3 96± 2 95± 4 100± 0 ∗64± 15 96± 1
A fail II(1) 97± 3 98± 2 98± 1 98± 2 97± 2 ∗44± 10
Datasets with * excluded (100 %) from the training.
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Table 4 Desired optimal result for percentage of testing data seen as a FIHDS's.
System runs Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6
A healthy(40) 0 0 0 0 0 0
B healthy(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0
C healthy(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0
D healthy(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0
A fail I(1) 100 100 100 100 100 100
A fail II(1) 100 100 100 100 100 100
